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The Christian Union
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Lisa Mondello HIS DAKOTA HEART, book 7 of
DAKOTA HEARTS How do you say goodbye to a love
when it had no ending? Gray McKinnon has spent two
years struggling with moving on when the woman he
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loved suffered an accident that left her in a coma and
no hope of recovery. Everyone urged Gray to move
on. He's had plenty of offers to help him mend his
broken heart on and off the rodeo circuit. But moving
on is easier said than done when your heart belongs
to someone else. At least, he thinks so until he sees
Nina Hendrix again. Nina couldn't help falling in love
with her big sister's cowboy any more than she could
bring her sister, Jen, back from her coma. She's kept
her distance from Gray out of respect for her sister.
But when her family decides to move Jen to another
medical facility a few states away, she can't help but
reach out to Gray, even though she has no illusions
that he could love her the way she loves him. She
won't let herself be just another woman passing
through his life, helping him forget. But one night in
his arms makes her realize there is no future for them
if every time he looks at her he sees the one woman
he can never have. Check out all the DAKOTA HEARTS
books: book 1 - Her Dakota Man book 2 - Badland
Bride book 3 - Dakota Heat book 4 - Wild Dakota
Heart book 5 - His Dakota Bride book 6 - Dakota
Wedding book 7 - His Dakota Heart book 8 - Dakota
Cowboy book 9 - One Dakota Night book 10 - Dakota
Homecoming

Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
Nicole Thomas runs her antique store as she runs her
life - risk-free. She's determined to protect her
grandmother and sister, even if it means her own
desires must go unanswered. Her father died pursuing
dangerous thrills, and she'll never abandon those in
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her care as he abandoned her. Andrew "Ace" Conners
returns to Reliance, Montana, to settle the affairs of
Aunt Millie - the woman who should have rescued him
eighteen years ago following the death of his
alcoholic mother. Ace knows the love of family is not
for him, but Nicole determines to unlock his heart. He
can't help falling in love with the dynamic,
compassionate woman, and yet he knows his life is
full of risks - risks Nicole can't bear to take. Could
their hearts be crying out for the very thing they fear
most?

How To Win Friends And Influence
People
From NYTs and USA Today bestselling author Lisa
Mondello The McKinnon family romances continue
with ONE DAKOTA NIGHT, book 9 of Dakota Hearts
Grace McKinnon had her chance at love, and she lost.
She'd married a thrill seeking rodeo man who was
never around. All she wants now is to find someone
she can depend on while she raises her young son
who is determined to follow in his father's footsteps.
When she meets her cousin Ethan's friend, a form
Navy SEAL, she thinks it's just more of the same.
Same man, different suit. But Grace soon learns that
life can be thrilling with the right manas long as she's
in his arms. It had been a long time since Jace
Strickland had some decent time off to think about
anything other than the military. At a crossroad in his
life, he has two months of leave to decide whether to
reenlist in the Navy or discover something else in life
that gives him the same rush as being a Navy SEAL.
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Meeting single mother Grace McKinnon at a veterans
event in South Dakota was an unexpected pleasure.
Given the nature of the life he'd chosen, he'd never
been the forever kind of man. He craved adventure.
But Grace's sweet lips and loving heart makes him
wonder if the ultimate rush in lifeis loving one special
woman for the rest of his life. Check out all the
DAKOTA HEARTS books: book 1 Her Dakota Man book
2 Badland Bride book 3 Dakota Heat book 4 Wild
Dakota Heart book 5 His Dakota Bride book 6 Dakota
Wedding book 7 His Dakota Heart book 8 Dakota
Cowboy book 9 One Dakota Night book 10 Dakota
Homecoming

Cry Of My Heart
FBI Agent, Charlotte "Charlie" Tate has loved only one
man in her life. The one man she betrayed, Tyler
Jenkins. Tyler had given up a career he loved as a
Providence police detective after realizing how easily
a beautiful face and sweet smile had led him astray.
Now Charlie is back in his life as they fight to undo the
organized crime corruption that has infiltrated the city
he loves by a Colombian drug lord. Can he work along
side a woman he still loves without risking his lifeand
his heart? Heroes of Providence Book 1 Material
Witness Book 2 Safe Haven Book 3 Reckless Hours
Book 4 Desperate Hours Book 5 Final Hours Book 6
Cold Harbor

The School of Education Record of the
University of North Dakota
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Wicked wolves and a grim governess threaten Bonnie
and her cousin Sylvia when Bonnie's parents leave
Willoughby Chase for a sea voyage. Left in the care of
the cruel Miss Slighcarp, the girls can hardly believe
what is happening to their once happy home. The
servants are dismissed, the furniture is sold, and
Bonnie and Sylvia are sent to a prison-like orphan
school. It seems as if the endless hours of drudgery
will never cease. With the help of Simon the gooseboy
and his flock, they escape. But how will they ever get
Willoughby Chase free from the clutches of the evil
Miss Slighcarp?

Societies and Ceremonial Associations in
the Oglala Division of the Teton-Dakota
Plus a bonus short story: The farmer takes a wife.

Dakota Born
Dakota Grammar
Stone Fox
Dakota Brenton spends his days leading thrill seekers
on adventures through the woods of Maplehaven,
Vermont. He’s traveled all over the world on
expeditions, but he always comes back home to the
cozy town his ancestors founded. Dakota loves his
free-spirit lifestyle. He comes and goes as he pleases,
however, he can’t help wanting more. Leah
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Greenstead is the new fourth grade teacher at
Maplehaven Elementary, a school built through a
generous donation from Brenton Sawmill. Having
abandoned New York City after a tragedy, Leah is
doing her best to adjust to life in the quiet Vermont
town. With any luck, she’ll be able to leave her past
behind, stick to her rules about not getting close to
anyone, and preserve what little is left of her heart.
She wants to believe the world is safe again, and if
that means being alone, then so be it. When Dakota
meets Leah at a ceremony honoring his family’s
sawmill, he sees his next adventure. As Maplehaven’s
golden boy, he’s surprised when Leah doesn’t
immediately accept his advances. He’s never had to
work this hard, but he has a feeling Leah Greenstead
will be worth the effort. Is one kind heart enough to
change Leah’s mind about love?

Two of Hearts
Gray and Nina have been planning their wedding for
over a year hoping that Nina's father would come
around and accept Gray. Moving on had been tough
for Gray until Nina gave him a reason to smile and
want to think about the future again. They're starting
a rodeo school and looking forward to a beautiful life
together full of McKinnon kids to add to the growing
McKinnon clan. But old wounds sometimes never heal.
Family is important to Gray and not having Nina's
father's blessing begins to tear at their relationship
until the unthinkable happens. Will Gray lose Nina like
he lost his first love?
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Heart Beat 1
Contemporary Western Romance series - Texas
Hearts from New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling author Lisa Mondello "Ms. Mondello
presents a beguiling story that keeps you turning the
pagesTruly a joy to read." Susan Mobley - 4 STARS ROMANTIC TIMES MAGAZINE Mandy Morgan swore
she'd never step foot in Texas again after Beau
Gentry left her for life on the rodeo circuit eight years
before. But now her uncle's heart is failing and she
has to convince him that surgery will save his life. She
never dreamed the first thing she'd see when she
stepped off the plane would be her biggest
nightmarethe one man she'd never stopped loving.
Beau Gentry had the fever for two things: the rodeo
and Mandy Morgan. But for Beau, loving Mandy was
complicated by his father's vendetta against her
uncle. This led him to make the hardest decision of
his life and he can still see the bitterness and hurt on
Mandy's face. All these years it has killed him to think
Mandy had forgotten him and moved as far away as
possible from him. But now they're back in Texas, and
he's going to do all he can to win back her love.

Dakota Heat
From NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling
author Lisa Mondello DAKOTA HOMECOMING, book 10
of the DAKOTA HEARTS series Julian McKinnon hasn't
been home to South Dakota and the family that had
always been his anchor, and they want to know why.
He may seem like the black sheep of the family, but
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telling his family he was an undercover FBI agent
after all they'd been through didn't seem like a great
idea. Now there's another McKinnon wedding planned
for the holidays and the family has made it clear
Julian isn't going to miss it for any reason. That leaves
his informant wide open. The only way to make sure
she's safe is to bring her home to meet the family.
Aside from Georgie Garcia (Gigi) being too close to
the front line of one of Mexico's notorious drug lords,
she's incredibly beautiful, making it hard for Julian to
separate his job from his growing feelings for her.
Check out all the DAKOTA HEARTS books: book 1 Her
Dakota Man book 2 Badland Bride book 3 Dakota Heat
book 4 Wild Dakota Heart book 5 His Dakota Bride
book 6 Dakota Wedding book 7 His Dakota Heart book
8 Dakota Cowboy book 9 One Dakota Night book 10
Dakota Homecoming

One Dakota Night
From the author of the Between Breaths novels
comes a gripping romance about finding yourself
while taking a second chance at your first love…
Dakota Nakos was always the resilient, strong-willed
achiever. But when her father dies and she’s
entrusted with the family’s casino, she feels
vulnerable, scared, and more than a little emotional
—not exactly the best time to see an old lover she’s
never really gotten over. Dakota once meant the
world to Shane Garrity. Then suddenly he left town to
train as a U.S. Marshal, and their love for each other
crashed into a memory. Now he’s come home for her
father’s funeral, and one look at the girl he left behind
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stirs up both memories and regrets, and reignites a
fire he feared he’d lost forever. Dakota may be the
same driven girl she always was, but she’s also
changed in ways neither could have anticipated.
She’s not just a young woman searching for own
identity in the Native American community in which
she was raised, but one questioning her new life
outside her father’s shadow. Above all she wonders if
Shane can push past her weakened defenses to
rekindle what they once had, or whether the intense
blaze between them will ultimately reduce her heart
to ashes.

Cold Harbor
"This classic work on the language, grammar, tales,
history, and culture of the Dakota Indians is the result
of many years of linguistic study and personal
experience spent in Minnesota by Stephen R. Riggs,
who arrived as a Presbyterian missionary in 1837 In
Dakota grammar, Riggs presents three interrelating
aspects of language and culture, beginning with a
detailed description of the Santee dialect of the
Dakota language and its grammar. The texts of the
traditional stories are each accompanied by full
English translations. Riggs also provides an
ethnographic overview of various aspects of Dakota
culture and history that enhances the value of the
book to all students of Dakota"--Back cover.

The Cricket in Times Square
Now you can have the entire DAKOTA HEARTS series
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in one complete set! Boxed Set 1-10 includes: Her
Dakota Man book 1 Badland Bride book 2 Dakota Heat
book 3 Wild Dakota Heart book 4 His Dakota Bride
book 5 Dakota Wedding book 6 His Dakota Heart book
7 Dakota Cowboy book 8 One Dakota Night book 9
Dakota Homecoming book 10 Fall in love with the
McKinnons of South Dakota!

Badland Bride
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed
adventure story about a thrilling dogsled race has
captivated readers for more than thirty years. This
middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween
readers in grades 5 to 6, especially during
homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child
entertained and engaged while not in the classroom.
Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells
the story of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather
in Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no
longer able to work the farm, which is in danger of
foreclosure. Little Willy is determined to win the
National Dogsled Race—the prize money would save
the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only
one who desperately wants to win. Willy and his brave
dog Searchlight must face off against experienced
racers, including a Native American man named
Stone Fox, who has never lost a race. Exciting and
heartwarming, this novel has sold millions of copies
and was named a New York Times Outstanding
Children's Book.

Wild Dakota Heart (Book 4 of Dakota
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Hearts)
The last thing Luke McKinnon wanted in life was to
work at the family oil business. He'd done a good job
steering clear of that by setting up a successful law
practice in Sioux Falls. But when the patriarch of the
family falls sick, Luke steps in. He's only trading his
crisp white dress shirt for a t-shirt and hardhat until
his father is back on his feet. He doesn't plan on
sticking around. That isuntil he meets Tessa. Single
mother, Tessa Rock isn't afraid of hard work. She can
hold her own with the ranch hands on her daddy's
ranch and on an oil rig. She doesn't have time for a
man to mess up her fragile lifeuntil Luke McKinnon
shows up on her rig. The handsome lawyer is
probably used to having beautiful women draped on
his arm. But at the end of the day, it's a miracle if she
can get all the dirt and grime out from under her
fingernails. The two of them couldn't be more
different. But none of that matters. She quickly learns
what a fool she'd been to think of Luke as just a
lawyer who can help her get what she wants. One
night in his warm embrace, and seeing the heart and
soul of a man who loves so deeply, Tessa realizes she
wants the manfor the rest of her life. Check out all the
DAKOTA HEARTS books: book 1 - Her Dakota Man
book 2 - Badland Bride book 3 - Dakota Heat book 4 Wild Dakota Heart book 5 - His Dakota Bride book 6 Dakota Wedding book 7 - His Dakota Heart book 8 Dakota Cowboy book 9 - One Dakota Night book 10 Dakota Homecoming

Dakota Hearts
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Now you can have all 5 Dakota Hearts books in 1
boxed set at a bargain price! Separately, these books
would cost $14.95 retail. But you can get all 5 stories
of the McKinnon brothers of South Dakota for just
$9.99. This is a limited time offer. So if you love the
McKinnon's of Dakota Hearts, don't miss out on this
deal from New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Lisa Mondello HER DAKOTA MAN, book 1 Single
dad, Logan McKinnon, had seen more than his share
of bad times after the death of his wife a year ago.
The last thing he needs is Poppy Ericksen, an old
flame and his late wife’s best friend, showing up
unannounced to help after devastating floods nearly
washed away their hometown. Poppy Ericksen had
spent the year wondering how all their lives might
have been different after hearing the deathbed
confession of her childhood friend. She’d left South
Dakota years ago because she couldn’t bear to watch
the man she loved loving another woman. But now
she knows the truth. She’ll keep the promise she
made to a friend, but will Logan understand when he
learns the truth? BADLAND BRIDE book 2 Raised an
Army brat, Regis Simpson was used to calling new
towns home, learning to quickly make friends but
never letting anyone get too close. When devastating
floods tear through the Badlands of South Dakota, she
thinks Rudolph is just another town that needs to be
rebuilt. She never counted on the sexy town doctor,
Keith “Hawk” McKinnon or his determination to break
down walls she’d spent a lifetime building, making it
impossible for her to leave. DAKOTA HEAT book 3
Hotshot Sam McKinnon was always leaving town,
chasing another fire until his own hometown became
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vulnerable during the fire season after a big flood left
debris and devastation in its path. He didn't expect
out of town dispatcher, Summer Bigelow, to catch his
eye or his heart. It wasn't Summer's idea to move
from Providence to South Dakota. But when a serial
murderer suddenly turns his attention on Summer,
her boss insists she leave town. She's dealt with high
tension, life or death situations many times in her job.
It isn’t until she meets Sam McKinnon and falls for the
sexy hotshot that she really begins to know fear. The
fear of losing someone she loves. WILD DAKOTA
HEART book 4 Former NAVY SEAL, Ethan McKinnon,
has spent ten years trying to wash away the bad boy
reputation that resulted in the death of his best friend
Denny Newton. Unfortunately, that meant leaving
behind everyone, especially Maddie Newton, Denny’s
sweet younger sister. Ethan had faced sniper bullets
and lived through black ops missions that he never
should have come home from. But facing Maddie
again is the most terrifying thing he’s ever had to do.
There was a time when Maddie Newton’s sun rose and
set with Ethan McKinnon. Now that Ethan is back in
Rudolph, he insists they work together to fulfill
Denny’s dream of restoring the motorcycle and
bringing it to Sturgis. But how can Maddie work
alongside Ethan when he’s the last man on earth she
wants to be near…and the only man she’s ever truly
loved? HIS DAKOTA BRIDE book 5 When Skylar
Barnett came to South Dakota, she thought her life
was just beginning. Newly pregnant, she waited for
the love of her life, Wade McKinnon, to join her so
they could start their life together. But her joy quickly
shattered when she'd learned Wade was dead. For
the sake of their son, Skylar marriedand divorced, a
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man she didn't love so her baby would have a father.
But marrying the wrong man when her heart
belonged to Wade was the biggest mistake of her life.
Now Wade is back and determined to get her back.
But with so much that happened while he was gone,
how can they recapture the love Skylar buried while
in the arms of another man when she thought he'd
died? Look for DAKOTA WEDDING, book 6 of DAKOTA
HEARTS in November 2014. (Available separately.)

His Dakota Heart
The School of Education Record of the
University of North Dakota
The story of the McKinnon family continues Hawk
McKinnon has been waiting for his lady love, Regis, to
marry him ever since she stepped foot in Rudolph,
South Dakota. Now that they're expecting a baby,
he's determined to finally make her his wife. But
Regis has doubts and fears Hawk can't possibly
understand given his upbringing in such a big and
loving family. As Hawk works to make Regis fall in
love with him again, making her believe in the power
of love and family, will he succeed in making Regis his
bride? Revisit your favorite McKinnon brothers in this
heartwarming and emotional holiday story. DAKOTA
HEARTS includes: Logan and Poppy: HER DAKOTA
MAN Hawk and Regis: BADLAND BRIDE Sam and
Summer: DAKOTA HEAT Ethan and Maddie: WILD
DAKOTA HEART Wade and Skye: HIS DAKOTA BRIDE
Ian and Abby: DAKOTA WEDDING Gray and Nina: HIS
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DAKOTA HEART Luke and Tessa: DAKOTA COWBOY
Grace and Jace: ONE DAKOTA NIGHT Julian and
Georgie: DAKOTA HOMECOMING Hawk and Regis
reunion: DAKOTA BLUES

Gypsy Hearts
The Wolves of Willoughby Chase
A powerful, poetic memoir of an Indigenous woman's
coming of age on the Seabird Island Band in the
Pacific Northwest—this New York Times bestseller and
Emma Watson Book Club pick is “an illuminating
account of grief, abuse and the complex nature of the
Native experience . . . at once raw and achingly
beautiful (NPR) Having survived a profoundly
dysfunctional upbringing only to find herself
hospitalized and facing a dual diagnosis of post
traumatic stress disorder and bipolar II disorder,
Terese Marie Mailhot is given a notebook and begins
to write her way out of trauma. The triumphant result
is Heart Berries, a memorial for Mailhot's mother, a
social worker and activist who had a thing for
prisoners; a story of reconciliation with her father―an
abusive drunk and a brilliant artist―who was
murdered under mysterious circumstances; and an
elegy on how difficult it is to love someone while
dragging the long shadows of shame. Mailhot trusts
the reader to understand that memory isn't exact, but
melded to imagination, pain, and what we can bring
ourselves to accept. Her unique and at times
unsettling voice graphically illustrates her mental
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state. As she writes, she discovers her own true voice,
seizes control of her story, and, in so doing,
reestablishes her connection to her family, to her
people, and to her place in the world.

Lakota Woman
After Chester lands, in the Times Square subway
station, he makes himself comfortable in a nearby
newsstand. There, he has the good fortune to make
three new friends: Mario, a little boy whose parents
run the falling newsstand, Tucker, a fast-talking
Broadway mouse, and Tucker's sidekick, Harry the
Cat. The escapades of these four friends in bustling
New York City makes for lively listening and humorous
entertainment. And somehow, they manage to bring a
taste of success to the nearly bankrupt newsstand.
Join Chester Cricket and his friends in this classic
children's book by George Selden, with illustrations by
Garth Williams. The Cricket in Times Square is a 1961
Newbery Honor Book.

Her Dakota Man
With an enduring grasp of human nature, Dale
Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People
teaches his readers how to handle people without
letting them feel manipulated, how to make people
feel important without inspiring resentment, how win
people over to your point of view without causing
offence, and how to make a friend out of just about
anyone. Published in 1937, Carnegie’s How to Win
Friends and Influence People, was originally written as
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a companion book to his lectures on how to be a good
salesperson. However, what began as a basic sales
primer, quickly exploded into an overnight success,
eventually selling more than 15 million copies
worldwide, and pioneering an entire genre of self-help
and personal success books. HarperTorch brings great
works of non-fiction and the dramatic arts to life in
digital format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its
forms. Look for more titles in the HarperTorch
collection to build your digital library.

Dakota Cowboy
Poppy Erickson had spent the year wondering how all
their lives might have been different after hearing the
deathbed confession of her childhood friend. She'd
left South Dakota years ago because she couldn't
bear to watch the man she loved loving another
woman. But now she knows the truth. She'll keep the
promise she made to a friend, but will Logan
understand when he learns the truth?

Dakota Wedding
The acclaimed #1 "New York Times"-bestselling
author presents a spellbinding tale of a mother's
tragic loss and one man's last chance at gaining
salvation. Once again, Picoult mesmerizes and
enthralls readers with this story of redemption,
justice, and love.

Heart Berries
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Followup to HER DAKOTA MAN and BADLAND BRIDE
by New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author,
Lisa Mondello. DAKOTA HEAT book 3 of Dakota Hearts
Hotshot Sam McKinnon was always leaving town,
chasing another fire until his own hometown became
vulnerable during the fire season after a devastating
winter flood left debris and destruction in its path. He
didn't expect out of town dispatcher, Summer
Bigelow, to catch his eye or his heart. It hadn't been
Summer's idea to move from Providence to South
Dakota, but when a serial murderer suddenly turns
his attention on Summer, her boss insists she leave
townat least until the heat dies down. She's dealt with
high tension, life or death situations many times in
her job. It isn’t until she meets Sam McKinnon and
falls for the sexy Hotshot that she really begins to
know fear. The fear of losing someone she loves. Also
look for HER DAKOTA MAN, book 1 in the Dakota
Hearts Series, currently free! DAKOTA HEARTS: book
1 Her Dakota Man book 2 Badland Bride book 3
Dakota Heat book 4 Wild Dakota Heart book 5 His
Dakota Bride book 6 Dakota Wedding book 7 His
Dakota Heart book 8 Dakota Cowboy book 9 One
Dakota Night book 10 Dakota Homecoming

His Dakota Bride (Book 5 of Dakota
Hearts)
Every once in a while you discover you've gotten too
comfortable. That's when danger strikes. A serial killer
had threatened Summer Bigelow and she'd fled to
South Dakota where she fell for sexy Hotshot
firefighter Sam McKinnon. She'd traded one heart
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pounding danger for another as she waited for Sam to
come home to her after every tour. She'd made peace
with living with the danger until danger from her past
landed on her doorstep threatening the life that Sam
and Summer had dreamed of. Can Summer survive
an attack from the past so she and Sam can live
happily ever after? Revisit Sam and Summer, from
DAKOTA HEAT, and the McKinnon family in DAKOTA
FIRE. DAKOTA HEARTS Her Dakota Man - Logan and
Poppy Badland Bride - Hawk and Regis Dakota Heat Sam and Summer Wild Dakota Heart - Ethan and
Maddie His Dakota Bride - Wade and Skye Dakota
Wedding - Ian and Abby His Dakota Heart - Gray and
Nina Dakota Cowboy- Luke and Tessa One Dakota
Night - Jace and Grace Dakota Homecoming - Julian
and Georgie Dakota Blues - Hawk and Regis Dakota
Fire - Sam and Summer

Change of Heart
The story of the Gentry Brothers continues in GYPSY
HEARTS, book 4 of New York Times Bestselling Author
Lisa Mondello's popular Western Contemporary
Romance featuring those hot Texas Cowboys and the
women who tame them in her popular romance series
TEXAS HEARTS! After years of recording commercials,
Josie Tibbs longs to get back into the music industry.
But the sound recording engineer had traveled that
road once before and crawled back home with a
broken heart. Wary of any man in the music business,
she longs for a steady man and a great recording
career. Brock Gentry lived for the music and so
became an extraordinarily talented country singer. On
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the fringes of success, he's ready to take his chance
and go on the road to Nashville. But he and the
recording company clash over his image among other
things. Hoping to find the right sound mixer he seeks
out Josie Tibbs after hearing of her work with another
country singer who's hit the big time. Although she
wants nothing to do with him romantically, he wins
her over professionally and she decides to come on
the road with his band. Together they blaze a trail to
Nashville, her cat in tow, in the close quarters of life
on the bus with the rest of the band. Despite the
obstacles of life on the road, Brock and Josie find they
can't keep their feelings from each other. But Josie's
been through this before and knows the dogs of the
music industry can bite hard. As they make it closer
to Nashville, she fears a chance at success could spell
the end of their love.

Dakota Homecoming
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Lisa Mondello, book 6 of the popular DAKOTA
HEARTS western romance series. Ian McKinnon was
just getting steady on his feet, looking forward to the
opening of the Wounded Veterans Center and a big
McKinnon wedding celebration, when tragedy struck
again. The soldier who'd saved his life while in the
military has died. He's charged with his most
important mission: find his friend Carlos's family in
Mexico or become guardian and raise Carlos's
children. The only mandatory stipulation of his
friend's will was that Ian live under the same roof with
Abby Townsend, a firefighter from Carlos's firehouse.
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Abby knew the kids well and she could help ease
them all through the transition of becoming a family.
Okay, so Ian may not be daddy material, but he'd
grown up with a whole lot of McKinnons running
around. He could handle the kids just fine. The
beautiful Abby Townsend was another story. Abby
took one look at Ian and shook her head with utter
disbelief. What were her dear friends thinking by
naming a man whose nickname was "The Hazard" as
guardian of their three small children? She only
needed to spend one year in Ian's house in South
Dakota. She had to either find Carlos's family, or
convince Ian that she was the better person to raise
the children. Abby knows how hard it is to lose
someone you loved. She'll be there to protect the
children in any way she can. But can she protect her
heart from falling in love with a man known for taking
too many risksand risk heartbreak again? DAKOTA
HEARTS series: Book 1 - Her Dakota Man Book 2 Badland Bride Book 3 - Dakota Heat Book 4 - Wild
Dakota Heart Book 5 - His Dakota Bride Book 6 Dakota Wedding Book 7 - His Dakota Heart Book 8 Dakota Cowboy Book 9 - One Dakota Night Book 10 Dakota Homecoming Book 11 - Dakota Blues Book 12
- Dakota Fire Book 13 - Dakota SEAL If you're a fan of
western romance, contemporary romance, stories full
of angst and emotion, and sexy cowboy and military
heroes, then you'll enjoy the Dakota Hearts, Texas
Hearts and Fate with a Helping Hand series of
romance novels.

Dakota Hearts Boxed Set 1-10 (Complete
Set)
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The bestselling memoir of a Native American
woman’s struggles and the life she found in activism:
“courageous, impassioned, poetic and inspirational”
(Publishers Weekly). Mary Brave Bird grew up on the
Rosebud Indian Reservation in South Dakota in a oneroom cabin without running water or electricity. With
her white father gone, she was left to endure “halfbreed” status amid the violence, machismo, and
aimless drinking of life on the reservation. Rebelling
against all this—as well as a punishing Catholic
missionary school—she became a teenage runaway.
Mary was eighteen and pregnant when the rebellion
at Wounded Knee happened in 1973. Inspired to take
action, she joined the American Indian Movement to
fight for the rights of her people. Later, she married
Leonard Crow Dog, the AIM’s chief medicine man,
who revived the sacred but outlawed Ghost Dance.
Originally published in 1990, Lakota Woman was a
national bestseller and winner of the American Book
Award. It is a story of determination against all odds,
of the cruelties perpetuated against American Indians,
and of the Native American struggle for rights.
Working with Richard Erdoes, one of the twentieth
century’s leading writers on Native American affairs,
Brave Bird recounts her difficult upbringing and the
path of her fascinating life.

Quarterly Journal - University of North
Dakota
From New York Times and USA TODAY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR Lisa Mondello, a followup to Her Dakota Man,
book 1 (currently free!) in the new western romance
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series Dakota Hearts. BADLAND BRIDE She'd spent a
lifetime packing armor around her heart Raised an
Army brat, Regis Simpson was used to calling new
towns home, learning to quickly make friends but
never letting anyone get too close. When devastating
floods tear through the Badlands of South Dakota, she
thinks Rudolph is just another town that needs to be
rebuilt. Nothing more. The sooner she gets her work
done, the sooner the people of Rudolph can heal and
she can move on to the next town in need. She never
counted on the sexy town doctor, Keith "Hawk"
McKinnon or his determination to break down walls
she'd spent a lifetime building, making it impossible
for her to leave. He's determined to break down her
walls and give her a reason to stay Nothing pained
Hawk McKinnon more than seeing people he'd known
his whole life hurting. He traded a high-paying salary
at a city hospital to come back to Rudolph and make
a difference where he'd dug his roots. When the
beautiful Regis Simpson comes to town offering help,
he's immediately drawn to her even though she's
spent a lifetime believing that everyone she loves
leaves. Now she does the leaving and once her work
is done, she'll be leaving again. He's determined to do
everything possible to make her stay. Also look for
HER DAKOTA MAN, book 1 in the Dakota Hearts
novella Series. DAKOTA HEARTS includes HER
DAKOTA MAN, BADLAND BRIDE, DAKOTA HEAT, WILD
DAKOTA HEART, HIS DAKOTA BRIDE, DAKOTA
WEDDING, HIS DAKOTA HEART, DAKOTA COWBOY,
ONE DAKOTA NIGHT and DAKOTA HOMECOMING. If
you like a good cowboy romance deep from the heart
of Texas, check out Lisa Mondello's popular TEXAS
HEARTS romance series which includes, HER HEART
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FOR THE ASKING, HIS HEART FOR THE TRUSTING, THE
MORE I SEE, GYPSY HEARTS, and coming in 2014,
LEAVING LIBERTY.

Dakota Sunrise
The Endless Steppe
Heroes of Providence Boxed Set 1-2 includes:
MATERIAL WITNESS, Book One Who does she trust
when the horror of one of her crime novels turns into
a deadly reality? Bestselling crime novelist, Cassie
Alvarez, aka Cassie Lang, had murder on her mind
when she walked into Rory's Bar under dressed and
under cover to research her latest crime novel.
Researching the cool, blue-eyed and dashingly
handsome man at the end of the bar stirred her
senses more than she wanted to admit. But was this
man of leather armor all he appeared to be? Playing
White Knight to an innocent wasn't how Detective
Jake Santos planned to spend his time under cover.
But there was no way "CJ" was what she claimed to be
and that nagging tightness in Jake's chest told him
he'd better take her home to safety and leave it at
that. Then the barroom exploded with gunfire, leaving
a trail of dead that includes a notorious Providence
organized crime boss and an undercover FBI agent.
When Cassie’s name is leaked to the media as the
only witness to the grisly murders, Cassie insists she
only trusts Jake to protect her. The FBI wants their
star witness happy and will do anything to make sure
Cassie testifies. But someone wants vigilante justice
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and it is clear to Jake that the shooter isn’t the only
person who wants Cassie dead. Not knowing who to
trust, he vows to protect Cassie at all cost despite the
fact that guarding the beautiful novelist is a serious
distraction. SAFE HAVEN, Book Two When someone
you once loved wants you dead, is there any SAFE
HAVEN? Finding out her ex-husband hired a hitman to
kill her didn't leave Daria Carlisle all warm and fuzzy.
But Detective Kevin Gordon's suggestion she flee the
only home that had ever truly been hers was
downright crazy. Forget that the sexy police officer
made her heart pound and her blood stir. She'd
worked too hard to get what little she had. She wasn't
leaving. Kevin Gordon didn't make mistakes, but he'd
made a big one in letting Daria's ex slip through his
fingers. Although he tried to make it very clear to
Daria that the fixer upper home she considered a
palace was no safe haven, she just dug in deeper and
insisted on staying, leaving him no choice but to be
her protector. Left on her own, she surely faced
murder at an assassin's hand. But can Kevin spend
every waking hour sleeping on her doorstep just to
keep this stubborn woman alive without risking his
heart to love? Also available in the Heroes of
Providence Series: Material Witness, Book 1 Safe
Haven, Book 2 Reckless Hours, Book 3 Desperate
Hours, Book 4 Final Hours, Book 5 Cold Harbor, Book
6

Dakota Grammar, Texts, and
Ethnography
**From NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY Bestselling
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Author Lisa Mondello** The story of the South Dakota
McKinnon clan continues in HIS DAKOTA BRIDE, book
5 of DAKOTA HEARTS. Her heart had always belonged
to Wade McKinnon When single mother, Skylar
Barnett, came to South Dakota, she thought her life
was just beginning. Newly pregnant, she waited for
the love of her life, Wade McKinnon, to join her so
they could start their life near his family. But her joy
quickly shattered after learning Wade was presumed
killed during a tsunami that hit the small Asian island
they'd both worked on in the Peace Corp. She'd spent
the last four years making peace with her decision to
marry a man she didn't love so her baby would have a
father. But marrying the wrong man when her heart
belonged to Wade was the biggest mistake of her life.
Secrets and circumstance kept them apart No one in
Wade McKinnon's life knew that his work with the
Peace Corp. was just a cover for his real job in a
secret military agency. Not even Skylar, the woman
he'd fallen hard for the moment he'd laid eyes on her.
But when his mission in Asia suddenly became too
dangerous and all agents in the field were ordered to
disappear, using the tragic events of the tsunami on
the island where they'd met seemed like the only way
to keep Skylar and their unborn baby safe until the
situation cooled down. As much as it killed him, Wade
stepped aside when he learned Skylar had moved on
with another man. But now that she's free, he's
determined to do everything he can to win back her
love and claim the life they'd dreamed of sharing.
Also look for HER DAKOTA MAN, book 1 in the Dakota
Hearts Series, currently free! DAKOTA HEARTS: book
1 Her Dakota Man book 2 Badland Bride book 3
Dakota Heat book 4 Wild Dakota Heart book 5 His
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Dakota Bride book 6 Dakota Wedding book 7 His
Dakota Heart book 8 Dakota Cowboy book 9 One
Dakota Night book 10 Dakota Homecoming

Dakota Fire
Dakota Blues
Exiled to Siberia In June 1942, the Rudomin family is
arrested by the Russians. They are "capitalists -enemies of the people." Forced from their home and
friends in Vilna, Poland, they are herded into crowded
cattle cars. Their destination: the endless steppe of
Siberia. For five years, Ester and her family live in
exile, weeding potato fields and working in the mines,
struggling for enough food and clothing to stay alive.
Only the strength of family sustains them and gives
them hope for the future.

Her Heart for the Asking, a western
romance
Bound by need. Entwined in secrets… Krystina I had
dreams and aspirations, none of which included a
man by my side. Been there done that. Then I forgot
my cellphone and all of my carefully laid plans went
to hell. He wasn’t supposed to be there when I fell. I
wasn’t supposed to get lost in a sea of sapphire blue
when he helped me up. And he wasn’t supposed to be
Alexander Stone, the New York billionaire real estate
tycoon. I saw the dark promises in his eyes when he
looked at me. But the shadows of my past haunted
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me, making me afraid to explore the possibilities I
could never before have imagined. Alexander I was
used to getting what I wanted. I understood the value
of finesse and patience to achieve the desired result.
But a chance run in with Krystina Cole quickly turned
my world upside down. She was strong, determined,
devastatingly beautiful—and stubborn as hell. Her
quick wit and firecracker attitude was the complete
opposite of what I wanted in a woman. But I still
wanted to claim her. Tame her. Make her mine. And I
always get what I want. Heart of Stone is the first
book in Krystina & Alexander’s epic love story. It’s the
beginning of the steamy and unforgettable series by
Amazon Top 100 Bestselling Author, Dakota Willink.

One Kind Heart
Former NAVY SEAL, Ethan McKinnon, has spent ten
years in the military trying to wash away the bad boy
reputation that ultimately resulted in the death of his
best friend Denny Newton. Unfortunately, that meant
leaving behind everyone, especially Maddie Newton,
Denny’s sweet younger sister. Ethan had faced sniper
bullets and lived through black ops missions that he
never should have come home from. But facing
Maddie again, and gaining her forgiveness, is the
most terrifying thing he’s ever had to do. There was a
time when Maddie Newton’s sun rose and set with
Ethan McKinnon. But that was before her world
shattered with her brother’s tragic death, and Ethan
had left her to grieve alone while he played hero
somewhere else in the world. Old motorcycle pieces
in the garage have been a constant reminder of her
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brother’s unfinished life. Now that Ethan is back in
Rudolph, he insists they work together to fulfill
Denny’s dream of restoring the motorcycle and
bringing it to Sturgis. But how can Maddie work
alongside Ethan when he’s the last man on earth she
wants to be near…and the only man she’s ever truly
loved? Also look for HER DAKOTA MAN, book 1 in the
Dakota Hearts Series, currently free! DAKOTA
HEARTS: book 1 Her Dakota Man book 2 Badland
Bride book 3 Dakota Heat book 4 Wild Dakota Heart
book 5 His Dakota Bride book 6 Dakota Wedding book
7 His Dakota Heart book 8 Dakota Cowboy book 9
One Dakota Night book 10 Dakota Homecoming If you
like a good cowboy romance deep from the heart of
Texas, check out Lisa Mondello's popular TEXAS
HEARTS romance series which includes, HER HEART
FOR THE ASKING, HIS HEART FOR THE TRUSTING, THE
MORE I SEE, GYPSY HEARTS, LEAVING LIBERTY and
HIS TEXAS HEART.

Heart of Stone
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that
awakened the world to the destruction of American
Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall
Street Journal). First published in 1970, Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its
frank and heartbreaking depiction of the systematic
annihilation of American Indian tribes across the
western frontier. In this nonfiction account, Dee
Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and
massacres suffered by American Indians between
1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes and their
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renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud,
Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who struggled to combat
the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully
written and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee inspired a generation to take a
second look at how the West was won. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Dee Brown
including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.
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